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Dental 4 Windows SQL

Dentistry is your profession; let our software handle the rest! Things like patient record management, billing and marketing, Dental 4 Windows SQL will help you manage these and other important tasks that can often be put a side in a busy practice.

Dental 4 Windows SQL is purpose-built for the dental practice. Initially designed by a Sydney dentist Dr Frank Papadopoulos and refined over 11 years, its unique features and design will truly enhance the productivity and growth of your practice.

Unique features

The Dental 4 Windows incorporates a number of unique features that other dental software packages do not provide. Some of these include:

- Database marketing and business development modules;
- SMS and Emailing for patient appointment reminding;
- The ability to integrate to pocket PC, Palm and all other PDA devices;
- Inventory stock control management;
- Laboratory jobs management module;
- Ability to operate over wide Area Networks (WANs);
- Digital X-ray and Intra-oral camera integration ability;
- Charting conversion direct to treatment plan;
- Integrated HICAPS facility;
- Easy flow design and navigation;
- And multiple appointment book modules.

These are only few of the unique features in the new Dental 4 Windows version 9; making it the most advanced Dental software on the market.

“I've been with Dental 4 Windows for about 7 or 8 years now. It has been a very reliable platform to build my practice on. What I particularly like (apart from Frank's haircut) is the discipline it gives you, ensuring that every patient is treatment planned properly. Dental 4 Windows have also provided a high level of service, at all times and under all circumstances”.

Dr Phillip Palmer.

This amazing software is extremely motivational, and user friendly with excellent Support Staff. I am very impressed with the amount of useful statistical information that Dental 4 Windows software is able to provide. It has assisted me in making decisions of the future direction of my practice. My gross production has considerably increased, due to utilising the data available. This software is a must. You can add to it in modules, it also has a procedure/training section, completely separate to the mainline D4W server, which comes at no extra cost. New staff can be trained on this without interfering with the main file.

Dr Nedine Moir
Clever Design

Dental 4 Windows presents a clear user interface. Based on the feedback we’ve received from over 3000 users’ world wide, our design is one that staff will immediately be able to use and no extensive training is required to harness the power of each of the features.

We have simplified Dental 4 windows by incorporating only six main modules into the main screen. Each module is itself part of a larger integrated “work-flow area”

The advantage of an integrated “work-flow” design is that you can view all relevant patient details in a single glance. This is especially important in busy areas such as the front desk. And there are also no necessary popup screens to slow you. What this means to you is faster processing time of patient’s information.

Treatment plan/charting

Unlike other dental packages, Dental 4 Windows has a unique charting module. For instance, what you chart graphically for future work is automatically converted to item numbers on a patient’s treatment plan. These details in turn can then be converted to treatment details to be included into a patient’s account.

Another feature is something we’ve call the ‘reverse treatment planning module’. Instead, of charting the treatment, you can work backwards by detailing what treatment is required for the patient via item numbers. This data then automatically appears in the patient’s dental chart.

Consider another feature in this module. The treatment plan you create can be set to automatically appear in the appointments and scheduling screen. Not only that, but the actual time required for the procedure is automatically allocated in the appointment book.

As a Dentist, you will be amazed how this feature can help improve efficiency and time management in your practice.

Intelligent Marketing

In today’s competitive healthcare environment, cost-effective marketing is essential for practice viability and survival. To remain successful, you’ll need to make full use of your existing “client database”.

Dental 4 Windows has been designed to maximize the use of your client database in its powerful marketing module. Not only will you be able to recall patients when they are due for check-ups, but you can do much, much more.

Using the queries function we’ve developed, you will be able to single out patients by age group, gender or various diagnosed conditions. You can then collate patients into various groups for recalling, or to send them information about new services.

We like to think that our feature drives intelligent marketing.

Professional Training

We take great pride in offering exceptional onsite Training services. Trainers are available in most states, and all have experience in the day-to-day operations in relation to running your business. Training will ensure that you use the system to its full potential, staff will be able to start working from the first day, your patients will notice faster front desk service. Also, you, as a professional, can focus on your clinical duties without interruptions."
Front Office Solution

Software Technology
Centaur Software Development Company is the industry leader in providing database Client/Server system solutions to the dental practitioners. Dental 4 Windows is the first software designed by dentists for their own use it utilises the latest tools in computer technology to eliminate as many keystrokes and multiple window pop up changes as possible.

Scheduling
Keeps all patient information up-to-date for each appointment. Operates like a REAL diary and helps you create that perfect day by using pre-blocked procedures to maximise production time from your daily chair time. Handles both Linear and Overlapping Scheduling systems. You can also see the year at a glance, giving you a view of your appointment book over the next 12 months - great for scheduling holidays or staffing rosters.

Patient Details
Records all personal information including family relationships, patient referrals, health fund information, auto alerts on medical conditions and allergies and much more.

Accounting/Payment Window
Patients accounting and receipting windows are designed so you can freely and easily record and display various accounting information. A versatile and flexible Payments Window allows you to enter payments from a family, third party or a bulk payment for multiple patients from an Insurance Company.
Treatment File
Allows easy link between treatment items and clinical notes, contains HF rebate estimates and uses colour coding for tracking account payment status. It offers flexibility in the printing of accounts or statements for your patients allowing you complete control over the billing process. Create and maintain special patient messages and customise your accounts formatting the way you do business.

HICAPS Module Available
An optional module is available to manage the link between HICAPS and Health Funds. Provides electronic submission of insurance claims using EFTPOS technology.

Letter Manager/ Word Processor
Merge patient information with documents to create professional looking letters, postcards, and labels. Easily create your own documents or use supplied pre-composed letters, which can be edited or used “as-is”. Includes fully functional word processing capability, spell checker and image handling to make generation of your everyday practice correspondence faster and more efficient.

Practice Marketing/ Recalls
Generate flexible and effective practice marketing/recalls letters, labels and phone lists for any period and based on the total database information. System automatically calculates and sets recall dates, as well as tracks and reports failed recalls and other important marketing information.
Clinical Charting
The world’s most advanced charting software has unmatched tooth current conditions and treatment required display, multiple layers and drill down capability. It has a unique charting interface with the automatic link to Treatment Plan and allows easy recording of materials, conditions, notes, and pathologies.

Periodontal Charting (Optional)
A most comprehensive charting tool recording mobility, furcation grades, probing depths, bleeding and suppuration points, gingival margins, plaque, bone loss and attached gingiva.

Treatment Plan
D4W has a unique Treatment Planning module. The plans can be generated automatically from Charting. These details in turn can then be converted to treatment details to be included into a patients account. Treatment Plan has also a useful link with the Appointment Book where all planned visits, to-do items and duration times are used to make an appointment.

X-ray Interface (Optional)
D4W is built to integrate with all generally available commercial x-ray and other imaging systems on the market. This module provides very easy way to launch the x-ray system, create patients and for some systems indicates if existing images are available for a patient.
Optional Modules

Stock Control Module
Optional inventory control module lets you manage your stock. As each item is used it automatically reduces items in stock and builds a supplier order list. A great tool to manage supply and costs usage. Generate your own stock usage reports by item, by patient or by vendor.

Laboratories
This module takes care of dental laboratory job ordering and tracking. It records details of all the labs you associate with, their phone numbers what types of dental technical work do they specialize in, what their LAB JOB SHEETS say as their business details, if these labs are in-house (on the premises) or outside. Also you can create categories of services provided by these labs, for example some labs may be Acrylic Labs, others pure Crown and Bridge work and so on. Each lab job can have numerous stage names, which you can define.

PDA Device Interface
D4W allows you to interface with Palm, Pocket PC or other PDA devices and take your appointment book data with you when you are out of the office. By re-directing your office phones to your mobile phone, this new exciting feature allows you or your staff to appoint new Px or modify existing appointments while your office is not attended. You will also have a list of all patients for a follow up care call in the evening or a weekend.

SMS Messaging
No shows and cancellations plague too many dental practices. SMS messaging is a useful tool to reduce no shows and last minute cancellations. It takes only a few clicks of a mouse to send an SMS; regardless of how many people it is sent to – 1 or 50. Confirmations & appointment reminders to patients, notification to patients if doctor running late, etc. are some of the useful services it can provide.
Reach All Your Practice Goals:
- Paperless Office
- See More Patients
- Have More Free Time
- Have Less Stress

2000-2002 Award winning support – 3 years running

It's not easy running a practice: we know from experience. Things go wrong, mistakes that can cost you productivity and money. So rest assured that your choice of Dental 4 Windows as your comprehensive practice management system comes fully backed with award winning support.

Centaur has consistently outscored its competitors in customer support.

From 2000 to 2001 Centaur achieved highly commended status award and 2002 it won the achievers award for outstanding customer support.

Centaur Software support team is there for you! Offering unlimited telephone and modem support, free upgrades to the latest software version and knowledgeable professionals who have years of experience in practice management and speak your language will offer you advice are part of your standard technical support and maintenance agreement.

We support our software. Guaranteed.

Total Quality Commitment

Centaur Software’s total commitment to quality insures that you spent your time caring about the patients and not on resolving computer system problems. We are continually reviewing and improving every aspect of our operation, and focus all our resources on satisfying your business needs and your expectations.

Dental 4 Windows Client/Server SQL is a World's First in Dental Practice Integration

D4W is based on the principles of a robust and powerful central database and operates your entire practice in true ‘real time’ mode. From a single practice to multiple locations, the new system powered by state of the art SYBASE™ SQL database Dental 4 Windows offers a quantum leap in practice management, integrity and security.
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